
 
 

 

Hello SocialWorks Participants & Families: 

We wanted to check in with you all and provide you with an update now that Spring has arrived and we 

are entering our final term of the program.  It’s been exciting to see and hear about all our participants 

being engaged with our program thus far.  Everyone has enjoyed our focus on building life-enhancing 

independent living skills through leadership and career training this year. Emily and Maddie along with 

our team of volunteers report seeing that they notice the group gaining confidence as they improve their 

social and life skills during this process. As we evaluate how each term goes, it’s clear that we have 

already accomplished many of the goals we set out to do with the group.  As you are aware, the group 

has been extremely passionate up until now with regards to the entire process, and we feel it’s time to 

further and expand their learning by introducing and including other areas of interest for the remainder 

of the Spring term. Recently, we acquired support from an outside Filmmaker Lizz Hodgson to help us 

finalize our Video the group created under the direction of our team in class. We are eager to share the 

final product with you at our Open Class Showcase on the last class.   

Our goal this year as you recall was to cover the basics of business and we feel we have accomplished 

more than we even anticipated. The turn out to our SocialWorks launch was incredible and left everyone 

feeling proud! The entire process to date has given our participants realistic and practical experience 

which we hope they’ll carry with them for a life time.  Our Spring term will of course still focus on 

continuing lessons which include topics such as applying for a job, creating a resume, taking part in a 

successful interview, money management, budgeting and working in retail with real customers in our 

final tradeshow experience. However, as we have more time than expected and the group is eager to 

try and experience new areas or topics, we are open to taking specific suggestions or requests in 

relation to your interest/your child’s interests and needs.  We can then incorporate these specific 

individual goals into our weekly programming since we already specialize in tailoring our lessons to suit 

each persons needs.  

As we plan towards our Open Class showcase we look forward to hearing your response sooner than 

later, so we know what is best to reflect on that final class. We are hoping to move back into including 

some speeches for those who are interested, and we’ve even included some suggestions below. We’d 

like to hear back of one or two particular areas, you’d like us to spend the Spring term on. Topics can 

include but aren’t limited to:  

 Conversational and Active Listening Skills 

 Public speaking & Presentation skills  

 Hygiene & Etiquette  

 Personal Safety (dealing with strangers, identifying safe community helpers, emergency 

procedures etc.) 

 Hobbies: developing independent recreational activities 

 Healthy food choices & Culinary Arts 



 
 

 Effective Decision-Making  

 Stress Management 

 Friendships and Social Skills       

 Being a Self-Advocate; Speaking Up 

 Please email your responses to dramawayoffice@gmail.com and we’ll combine a list to review with our 

Director and our staff and volunteer team prior to our next class.  

 

Thanks so much. 
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